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How Do You Know You Have Met Your Twinsoul?

We often get asked this question. Here are some key ways in which you will know.
Also, please see our videos on Precognisance recognition and Soul Recognition for more
on this http://youtu.be/5H9ay74Ber8 and http://youtu.be/s5xm4Gwz56M and all our
videos in this series
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqUY2z21szNx9WiE0yncB7BUB2mf8NyQK
~
1. Heart Centred Recognition~ There is just an inner knowing within you, like a
love that a mother has for her child. And if you in ego are doubting or saying
things like no it can’t be, then YUP! This is your twinsoul 
2. Resonance ~ Deep strong resonance and connection via the soul and heart via
voice, photo or being in one another’s physical presence. This is a deep resonance
within the heart chakra, one that calls you from beyond this earth even.
3. Passion ~ There is an extreme passionate bonding and desire to connect that can
have a sensual/sexual energy to it and at the same moment is beyond this. You
are speechless due to this and due to the soul based and spiritual based
synchronicities and energetic connection shared between you.
4. Magnetic Pull ~ Even if you want to try and stop the connection, there is a strong
magnetic pull between you that brings you two together again and again on all
levels and resonances. The Master Artist is orchestrating the divine connection in
bringing you together.
5. Vibrational Energy in Sync ~ There is a vibrational energy you experience that
you have been free from feeling before. You are literally melding together as
One, two BEing as One. It is free from making any difference where you are
geographically on the earth you feel one another always, in all ways, and
communicate telepathically effortlessly and continuously.
6. Soul Merging~ There seems to be a merging of the souls that you can feel
although you may not be able to place into words. And this is when the true
Sacred Path twinsoul journey begins. The journey of knowing who you really are
which is Love. And BEing this Love, wholly and completely.
7. The Uh Oh Factor~ There comes a realisation over you that has you deeply
question the power of this connection and deep unconditional love. There are

many reasons for this questioning and it is all divinely occurring for you to
remember more and more of who you are and who you are twogether (two
BEing as One as twinsouls) and is the beginning of the journey into Christ
Consciousness of balance within on a whole new level than you have
experienced thus far on your own and also within the merging and BEing
together with your twinsoul on the Sacred Path of Divine Love. You are now
preparing fo this reunion in melding your harmonic resonances together.
8. I Breathe This Love~ You begin to see, feel, experience and create life within the
Divine Love resonance that it is on a whole new level never before, as your heart
begins and continues to open more and more into this Love and BEing this Love,
it continues to simply BE within you regardless of seas or seasons. Even within
the stormy seas of circumstances and situations with your twinsoul in the
melding of the spiritual, emotional, mental, and physical bodies you understand
that this process is what is to be to chisel the masterpiece you both are as One.
For more on the Sacred Path of Twinsouls, please visit our website
http://www.natunenari.net

